
Bonaparte, Too Much
you know too much, too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much, too much - much

you know james joyce, I like your voice                     
you know baudelaire, I like your hair                     
you know churchill, I know kill bill                     
you know tolstoy, I know playboy                     
you know politics, I know party chicks                     
you know wallstreet, I just want to meet                     
you know common law, I ask my ma                     
you know sanskrit, come on and say it                     
you know economy, well I believe in what I see                     
you know sophie scholl, I love rock'n'roll                     
you know algebra, but you wear no bra                     
do you speak japanese?

you know too much, too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much, too much - much

you know so much, so much about everything                     
all that I know, I know I've got a song to sing                     
you know so much, so much about this and that                     
you know myspace, yourspace, what is the human race?

b-day, d-day, dj, casius clay                     
batman, spiderman, superman, tarzan                     
einstein, bernstein, money, money, red wine                     
eisenhower, beckenbauer, ddr, berliner mauer,                     
vietnam, guernica, stalingrad, hiroshima,                     
watergate, waterloo, austerlitz, dien-bien-phu                     
mao, hotschimin, valium, amphetamin                     
you and me and one two three and who could be a refugee?                     
spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam,                     
spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, spam.

you know too much, too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much, too much - too much

it's so banana, i really just wanna wanna                     
it's so banana, i really just wanna wanna                     
it's so banana, i really just wanna wanna wanna                     
it's so banana but it's true

you know too much, too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much                     
much too much, too much, too much, too much, too much - too much
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